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The development and regular use of a sensitive quantitative
test for aFP may prove useful in helping to overcome this
problem of false-positive tests and may provide a means for
evaluating more subtle changes in aFP during treatment of
hepatocellular or teratoid carcinoma. A method of
electroimmunodiffusion has been described for quantitation of
aFP in patients with hepatocellular carcinoma, embryonal cell
carcinoma, and other conditions manifesting aFP in the serum
(24). We have used this technique to quantitate the serum aFP
in hepatocellular carcinoma patients and to describe the effect
of therapy on the concentration of this protein.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

All serums were obtained from patients hospitalized at the
Solid Tumor Center of the Uganda Cancer Institute. Blood
samples were processed within 4 hr of drawing; serum was
stored at â€”20Â°until used. Specimens were transported, frozen
in Dry Ice, from Kampala, Uganda, to Bethesda, Md.

The method of electroimmunodiffusion was used as
previously described (24). All serums were initially screened
by double diffusion in agar, independently, in Kampala and
Bethesda. Those serums that were positive and many that were
negative were quantitated by electroimmunodiffusion. Most
samples were measured in duplicate or triplicate, often at
slightly different dilutions. A standard curve was constructed
from appropriate standards for each run.

RESULTS

Ninety patients with histologically confirmed hepatocellular
carcinoma were tested for serum aFP by double diffusion, and
64 were positive for a rate of 71%. With the use of a more
sensitive technique (25), 6 of 11 previously aFP-negative
hepatocellular carcinoma serums were found to be positive.
(This work was kindly performed by Dr. J. B. Smith, National
Naval Medical Center, Bethesda, Md. Fifteen other serum
samples were not available for further testing. This made 70 of
75 or 93% aFP-positive hepatocellular carcinoma.)

The range of serum aFP concentration in the initial sample
of these 90 patients was from negative to 4000 pg/rnl and was
spread over a range of 5 logarithms (Chart 1). The median
value of all patients was 10 j.zg/ml, and the mean was 262
pg/ml. When only those patients with measurable aFP were
considered, the median rose to 71 and the mean rose to 337
ig/ml. The distribution ofaFP values by age is shown in Table
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SUMMARY

The demonstration of a-fetoprotein (aFP) has proven value
in the diagnosis of hepatocellular carcinoma, but little is
known of the dynamics of this protein during the course of
the disease. A sensitive, quantitative test has been used to
measure cmFP serum levels in 90 Ugandan patients with
histologically proven hepatocellular carcinoma. By the
standard double diffusion immunological test, 71% of the
patients were aFP positive. The quantitative values were
spread over a wide range from 0.5 to 4000 jig/mI, with a
median value of 71 jig/ml.

Forty-one patients (26 before treatment and 15 during
chemotherapy) were followed with serial serum aFP
determinations. There was a remarkable stability in the level
for each patient, which levels showed little fluctuation during
the time they were followed, regardless of the initial level. The
only consistent change was a slight tendency for the serum
cwFPto rise as the disease progressed. A striking difference was
noted in four patients receiving partial hepatectomy who
showed a rapid decline in serum aFP and became negative
postoperatively.

INTRODUCTION

The primary role of serum aFP3 in the diagnosis of
hepatocellular cancer has been conclusively demonstrated and
extensively documented (2, 6, 14, 18, 20, 27â€”29). The
routine immunological test for serum cvFP with double
diffusion in agar and a monospecific antiserum has yielded
positive results in up to 80% of patients with histologically
proven hepatocellular carcinoma (2, 18, 19). Teratoid
carcinoma of gonadal origin is the only other condition in
which aFP is found with regularity, with up to 60% reported
to be positive (1 , 13). In control patients in many series, the
rate of â€œfalse-positivesâ€•for t@FPis less than 1% (2).

With the development of techniques more sensitive than
simple immune precipitation in agar, there has been an
increasing number of so-called false-positive serums (2, 25).
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Chart 1. Cumulative frequency distribution
of coFP results in 90 cases of biopsy-proven
hepatocellular carcinoma. Samples with 0.3

@g/mlwere positive by double diffusion and
were positive at < 0.5 @g/mlby electroimmuno
diffusion. Samples with 0.2 g/ml were negative
by double diffusion and electroimmunodiffu
sion but were positive by counterelectro
phoresis.

5000
Negative

aFP IN p.g/ml

Table 1
Distribution ofcrFP concentration by age and sex in 90 patients with hepatocellular carcinoma

a Includes those that were positive but with a concentration of 0.3 @g/ml.

b Numbers in parentheses, number of female patients.

(Chart 2). These patients were studied either during their
pretreatment evaluation or while on placebo chemotherapy,
which would not be anticipated to alter the natural course of
disease progression. All patients except 1 showed a fairly
constant serum concentration of aFP despite evidence for
progressive tumor growth in most cases. One patient (B-13)
had an unexplainable steady fall in aFP from 27 to 1.5 pg/ml
over a 2-month interval, at which time he had a partial hepatic
resection and the serum aFP became negative (see below).
Two other patients (A-3 and A-28) evidenced a temporary
decline in serum aFP, followed by a rise toward the previous
levels. For both of these patients, liver biopsy followed by
bleeding and large transfusion requirements preceded the drop
inctFP.

Treated Hepatocellular Carcinoma. Six patients received
combination chemotherapy consisting of BCNU and 5-FU,
with both drugs given in 5-day courses every 6 to 8 weeks. These

1. Withanarbitrarydivisionat35 yearsof age,only61%of
the patients above that age (3 1 of 5 1) were serum positive,
while 85% of the patients under that age (33 of 39) were
positive for aFP (p < 0.02). The age differences are most
obvious at the extremes. All of the hepatocellular carcinoma
patients who were less than 20 years of age were aFP positive
and all of those who were over 60 were negative. The
quantitative serum aFP level among positive patients did not
appear to correlate with the ages of the patients (Table 1).

There were more male patients than female patients
(67:23), and a greater percentage of male hepatocellular
carcinoma patients had aFP-positive serum (73% versus 65%
for females). The median aFP concentration for 15
serum-positive females was 20 zg/ml; for 49 males, it was 65
pg/mi. These differences are not statistically significant.

Untreated Hepatocellular Carcinoma. Two or more aFP
determinations were available from 26 untreated patients
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fall in aFP was greater than 1 log; in 2 others (Bl 1 and B-13),
initially low aFP levels became negative. Although serum aFP
levels became negative in all 4 patients, they ultimately
returned to positive, coincident with proved or suspected
tumor relapse.

DISCUSSION

There is a need to go beyond simply reporting serum aFP as
positive or negative and to begin studying the dynamics of aFP
as a potential biochemical marker of disease activity in
patients with primary hepatocellular carcinoma and
aFP-positive teratoid carcinomas. There is an exceedingly wide
range of values for aFP concentration in hepatocellular
carcinoma that extends over 4 logarithms of magnitude and, as
quantitative tests become more sensitive, the range must
become even broader. It has been shown in this report and by
others (2, 19) that more than 90% ofhepatocellular carcinoma
patients may have detectable serum aFP. The most sensitive
tests give positive results in conditions others than hepatoma
and teratoid carcinoma. Transient but detectable levels of
serum aFP have been reported in infectious hepatitis (3, 25)
and maternal serum during the last half of pregnancy (3, 9, 26)
contains measurable serum aFP which is also transient. In
addition, Abelev et a!. (3), who used a radioimmunoassay,
have reported circulating aFP in 2% of patients with
nontumorous liver disease and in I 3% of patients with
metastatic disease in the liver from other sites of origin. It
would appear that for diagnostic purposes it is better to use a
less sensitive method for detection of aFP and to avoid the
problem of false-positive results. The use of more sensitive
techniques (3, 24), especially those yielding quantitative
results, may be of great value in those cases in which the
diagnosis of hepatocellular carcinoma is confirmed and the
aFP concentration is used as an indicator of disease activity.

The correlation of serum aFP appearing more frequently in
younger hepatocellular carcinoma patients and less frequently
in older patients has been observed (7, 15) and was
substantiated here. Despite the correlation of age with serum
positivity, there was no apparent correlation between age and
serum concentration among the cmFP-positive hepatoma
patients.

Serial serum cmFP determinations were obtained on a
number of patients with biopsy.confirmed hepatocellular
carcinoma, 32 of whom are reported here. Twenty-six
untreated patients were followed for periods up to 105 days.
Considering the wide possible range of aFP concentration
(over 4 logarithmic scales), there is a remarkable stability in
the aFP concentration for each patient. Eighteen of these

patients showed a rise in aFP over a period of time and with
progressive disease. There was no correlation between level of
aFP and the survival time after diagnosis of hepatocellular
carcinoma.

The measurements on patients receiving chemotherapy
allowed a longer observation of aFP during the progress of
their hepatocellular carcinoma. In the 6 patients receiving
combination chemotherapy (BCNU plus S-FU), there was no
objective sign of tumor regression, and the serum aFP
concentration might be considered to represent that of the

patients were followed for serum aFP for 42 to 230 days
(Chart 3), and all 6 eventually developed increased aFP
concentration, although none changed as much as a full
logarithmic scale. Three patients showed a slight but transient
drop in cmFPafter this chemotherapy (A-l 1, B-2, and B-I 3).

Nine patients received DCM i.v. and were followed for 13 to
155 days for serum concentration of aFP (Chart 4). Eight of
the 9 patients maintained relatively stable concentrations of
aFP despite the therapy. Some doses of DCM were followed
by a moderate fall in aFP (A-20, B-6, and A-25) but none as
great as 1 log. One patient (B-2) who received DCM while
recovering from partial hepatectomy became serum cmFP
negative 40 days after surgery and 25 days after the start of
DCM treatment. This patient subsequently became positive
despite continued DCM therapy. Another patient (A-32),
initially aFP negative and treated with DCM while aFP
negative, became positive after treatment and shortly before
death.

Four patients were followed for serum aFP concentration
before and after partial hepatectomy (Chart 5). All 4 showed a
rapid decline in aFP, dropping below the lower limit of the
quantitative test (< 0.5 pg/ml). In 2 patients (B-2 and B-6) the
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Chart 2. Serial values of serum coFPin individualuntreated patients
with biopsy-proven hepatocellular carcinoma. Results are remarkably
stable over periods of 2 to 63 days. Two patients (*) showed a decline
in aFP level following large transfusions. One patient (B-13) maintained
an unexplained, steady fall in c@FPdespite an unchanging clinical
course.
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Chart 3. Serial values of serum o@FPin patients
showing no responsiveness to a combination
chemotherapy (BCNU + 5-FU).- - - -, values below
the threshold of the quantitative test but still
positive by qualitative testing.

Chart 4. Serial values of serum csFP in patients
treated with DCMi.v., showinglittle or no response to
therapy. Patient B-2 was started on therapy during the
postoperative period following partial hepatic
resection but developed a rising c@FPlevel as the tumor
recurred despite the therapy. Patient A-32 started
therapy with negative serum aFP and became positive
as the tumor progressed.- - - -, positivecaFP,below the
limits of quantitation.
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aFP during therapy may indicate those drugs that will be most
effective.

It is apparent from the data presented here that the initial
level of aFP has no correlation with tumor size and probably
has little to do with prognosis. In this way, ctFP concentration
in hepatoma may be analogous to myeloma immunoglobulin
concentration in multiple myeloma. Studies with multiple
myeloma have demonstrated that by determination of the
cellular (tumor) synthesis rate for specific immunoglobulin
and the total-body synthesis rate for myeloma protein, the
total-body number of myeloma cells can be calculated (23).
These determinations of total-body tumor cell number
indicate that a decrease in serum protein tends to
underestimate a decrease in tumor cell number by as much as
40%. In the same fashion, relapse can be detected earlier by
analysis of total myeloma protein synthesis (22). One problem
in making these calculations for hepatocellular carcinoma is
the possibility that the tumor is multifocal and that not all
nodules are synthesizing aFP at the same rate. It has been
demonstrated in monkeys (11) that a single liver may contain
hepatoma nodules that are both positive and negative for aFP.

The finding in this study and by others (4, 14, 20) of
120 relatively stable serum aFP levels in the late stages of

hepatocellular carcinoma may be due to the fact that at the
time the tumor has become apparent, the rate of tumor
growth in terms of cell number is reaching a plateau, as is the
case in multiple myeloma (21). This relative stability of aFP
levels is contrasted with the return of aFP after partial
hepatectomy, and this may represent the counterpart of
subclinical hepatoma, which has not yet been seen in humans
(19) but which can be observed in experimentally induced
hepatoma in monkeys (10). The posthepatectomy situation
indicates that serum ctFP reaches a level characteristic for a
given tumor in a period of only 3 to 6 months after the o@FP
first becomes detectable.

Current evidence would indicate that ctFP may be useful as
a biochemical marker not only for hepatocellular carcinoma
but also for other solid tumors, i.e., teratoid carcinoma (I , 13,
I 6) and possibly gastric carcinoma (5, 8, 12, 17).
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